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Fiber Standard

Collection: An innovative and highly versatile garden partition, the GREEN Divider by Jean-Marie Massaud lets you 
create and organize outdoor and even indoor spaces with ease. Sturdy, stable and unobtrusive by design, it boasts 
an asymmetrical weave of extra-wide DEDON fiber that serves as a trellis for plants while lending an organic feel to 
GREEN’s rectilinear form.

Wall horizontal: The horizontal version of the GREEN garden partition comes with sturdy braces for mounting in almost 
any outdoor area, even where weather conditions are rough.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Innovative, versatile, rectilinear yet organic, sturdy, stable
Options: Optional stabilisation kit for soft ground is available.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

GREEN
Wall horizontal

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 048006 | Weight 14 kg/31 lbs | Volume 0,89 m³/31 cu ft
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Additional Items

Incl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

Stabilization kit for 
soft ground  
048091000
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Collection: An innovative and highly versatile garden partition, the GREEN Divider by Jean-Marie Massaud lets you 
create and organize outdoor and even indoor spaces with ease. Sturdy, stable and unobtrusive by design, it boasts 
an asymmetrical weave of extra-wide DEDON fiber that serves as a trellis for plants while lending an organic feel to 
GREEN’s rectilinear form.

Wall horizontal: This horizontal version of GREEN comes with built- in ceramic pots for creating a ‘green wall’ of plant 
life. It comes with sturdy braces for mounting in almost any outdoor area.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Frame is electrostatic powder-coated in color similar to that of fiber. Item includes eight ceramic pots.
Characteristics: Innovative, versatile, rectilinear yet organic, sturdy, stable
Options: Optional stabilisation kit for soft ground is available.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

GREEN
Wall horizontal incl. pots

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 048005 | Weight 22 kg/49 lbs | Volume 0,89 m3/31 cu ft
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Additional Items

Incl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

Stabilization kit for 
soft ground  
048091000
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Fiber Standard

Collection: An innovative and highly versatile garden partition, the GREEN Divider by Jean-Marie Massaud lets you 
create and organize outdoor and even indoor spaces with ease. Sturdy, stable and unobtrusive by design, it boasts 
an asymmetrical weave of extra-wide DEDON fiber that serves as a trellis for plants while lending an organic feel to 
GREEN’s rectilinear form.

Wall vertical: The vertical version of the GREEN garden partition comes with sturdy braces for mounting in almost any 
outdoor area, even where weather conditions are rough.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Innovative, versatile, rectilinear yet organic, sturdy, stable
Options: Optional stabilisation kit for soft ground is available.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

GREEN
Wall vertical

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 048002 | Weight 14 kg/31 lbs | Volume 0,88 m³/31 cu ft
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Additional Items

Incl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

Stabilization kit for 
soft ground  
048091000
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Fiber Standard

Collection: An innovative and highly versatile garden partition, the GREEN Divider by Jean-Marie Massaud lets you 
create and organize outdoor and even indoor spaces with ease. Sturdy, stable and unobtrusive by design, it boasts 
an asymmetrical weave of extra-wide DEDON fiber that serves as a trellis for plants while lending an organic feel to 
GREEN’s rectilinear form.

Wall vertical: This vertical version of GREEN comes with built- in ceramic pots for creating a ‘green wall’ of plant life. It 
comes with sturdy braces for mounting in almost any outdoor area.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Frame is electrostatic powder-coated in color similar to that of fiber. Item includes eight ceramic pots.
Characteristics: Innovative, versatile, rectilinear yet organic, sturdy, stable
Options: Optional stabilisation kit for soft ground is available.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

GREEN
Wall vertical incl. pots

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 048001 | Weight 22 kg/49 lbs | Volume 0,88 m³/31 cu ft

Incl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections
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Stabilization kit for 
soft ground  
048091000




